
STEPS for Placement 
 
1. Pair WITH PROPER FITTING BRA OR NURSING 
 TANK. The bra, bottom band, and side strap should not 
 be too loose or too tight. 
 
2. FIND SEAMS.  
Remember the seams will rest on the sides of the breast near armpit and center breast bone. 
 
3. Securing the slip is all about tucking properly. START BY  
TUCKING EXTRA FABRIC UNDER BRA BAND AND  
SIDE STRAP. This will secure your slip to easily adjust the rest of your slip for a more personalized fit. There should be 
enough fabric to tuck into the bottom of a proper fitting bra, if not you may have the wrong size. 
 
4. ONCE TUCKED INTO BRA, ADJUST TO ENSURE NIPPLE IS IN THE CENTER OPENING. The fabric should 
not be loose around nipple. Now tuck more or less to adjust to your personal requirements. TIP: The wider the tuck in 
the band the more secure. Push any loose fabric into bottom band near breastbone, as well as, band under your armpit.  
 
5. Twist slightly, if necessary. Every breast is uniquely shaped. The seam is the shortest distance from edge to edge. 
Positioning the slip’s seam as shown in image above will help prevent any puckering or curling. 
 
6. ENJOY YOUR SLIP! You may want to hold the top of the slip when pulling shirt down to latch just in case anything changes positions with each unique feeding circumstance.  
If baby chooses, your baby can still touch breast if desired; just allow their hand within the breast bone side of slip and hold the top with free hand.  
 
 
 
 
*Try Pumping: (2nd Generation) Adjust nursing Slip to allow minimum nipple exposure on top to fully support flange. When nursing slip is in place, tuck the 
edge of flange within stretchy center opening. RESECURE slip in side/bottom bands with index finger, IF the slip loosens during this process. We suggest to use 
the bottom of your bra to support as much of the bottom side of pump flange, bras that pull to this side are great for this but typically not necessary. *Nursing 
slips may not help support the weight or unique variations of every pump.* 
 
To Absorb Sweat: 
 Tuck within your bra (as a bra liner). Feel free to fold the extra fabric at bottom under the band to absorb more near the band. REMOVE after 
extensive sweat to minimize moisture on bra and skin. 
  
SOOTHING Breast Therapy Instructions: 
 
Option A: Let the slip absorb hot or cold ice water as you would a rag. Lightly ring out or let drip. Check temperature for comfort before use, place around sore 
breast, avoiding the nipple. 
Option B: Let the slip absorb water. Hold the slip up, allow it to drip until it stops. For Cold: Place around outside curvature of a bowl (size bowl depends on 
your slip size) and set in freezer checking for desired temperature every 5 minutes. You may lay flat on clean surface, instead. Pull out and let thaw until 
malleable. If fabric is laid flat and freezes together, do not separate until fully thawed. Check Temperature on skin before use.  
 
For any questions contact us at help@mothermodest.com. Visit FAQ PAGE, join our group Mother Modest Talks on 
Facebook.www.mothermodest.com/pages/faq/WE ARE HERE TO MAKE SURE YOU FEEL CONFIDENT! 
 
**PLEASE READ Before Use**  
Warning: Do not introduce the nursing slip until breastfeeding has been well established or mother feels confident with current nursing status and abilities. Make sure the nursing 
slip is tucked into nursing bra securely and there is no puckering or loose fabric around the child's mouth or nose at any time during the feeding. If for any reason, the nursing slip 
stays loose or puckers into babies face, or is too tight, do not use. Do not leave a wet or milky nursing slip against breast or in bra for prolonged periods of time. The nursing slip is 
not intended for every feeding. We are not licensed Lactation counselors and do not advise how to breastfeed, If any feeding issues occur, please discontinue use of the nursing slip 
and seek a licensed lactation consultant's guidance. 
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